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Armstrong breaks ground
on its first green facility
Eco-friendly student center will boast-modernized dining hall, fountains and
$16 million price tag

Check Inside
Movie Review:
Campus Life:

"Burn After Reading"
PAGE 7
"Voices on Campus" and "Six by six"
PAGE 2

New Podcast online!

www.theinkwellonline.com

Financial aid due
for a facelift
Long lines and inconsistencies greet students
in the Office of Financial Aid

Photo by Elizabeth Rusiecki

From left to right: Al Harris , director of student activities; Vicki McNeil, vice president of Student Affairs;
Kaitlen Fulp, student leader; Arthur SanFilippo, Burt Hill A rchitects; Somi Benson-Jaja, Student Government
Association president; President Thomas Z. Jones; Don Waters, Educational Properties Foundation, Inc; Jeff
Floyd, Alpha Group; Ulysses Eaton, Choate Construction; and Dee Ward, Educational Properties Foundation
Inc.
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By Kristen Alonso
Staff Manager
kainkwell@gmail.com

President Thomas Z.Jones
gathered with key Armstrong
personnel on Sept. 23 to ac
knowledge the hard work
completed toward Arm
strong's goal of transitioning
from a commuter school to a
residential campus.
"The student center ad
dition will provide adequate
space and amenities that
are badly needed for this
campus," Jones said to the
audience, which included
Savannah State University
President Earl G. Yarbrough
Sr. and Chairman of Chatham
County Commissioners Pete
Liakakis.

Early Alert
program aids
troubled
students

"The Memorial College
Center ... was built in the
1970s when we had about
2,600 students," Jones add
ed.
Armstrong, with more
than 7,000 students, has
almost tripled in size since
then.

Energy Efficiency
Justin Vanderbrink, di
rector of pre-construction
at Choate Construction,
said, the building will fea
ture dimming systems and a
chilled-water cooling system
to decrease air-conditioning
costs.
Al H arris, director of stu
dent activities, added that
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the building would use reflec the plan for the student
tive materials on the roof and center.
The Student Govern
bamboo instead of wood.
ment Association (SGA)
looked at student centers
Teamwork
at other colleges and uni
versities in Georgia and
Harris said the idea began held focus groups with ar
when vice president of stu chitects and students, said
dent affairs, Dr.Vicki McNeil, Chris Nowicki, SGA sena
began working at Armstrong tor. Students gave their
last January and asked Har opinions on everything
ris for five strengths and five from the exterior finish of
weaknesses concerning the the building to upholsteiy
campus.
samples of wall coverings
Harris told McNeil the and types of chairs.
weaknesses he saw were re
Nowicki added that
lated to the "lack of a real other centers didn't have
area for students." Six weeks a theater, which he thinks
later, Harris said, McNeil is something Armstrong
had prepared a request for students will be able to
proposal, which was the first
step in the development of
GROUND I P AGE 3

By Holly Harrison
Staff Writer

Students awaiting finan
cial aid may be gazing at an
empty mailbox through Oc
tober if the situation at Arm
strong's financial aid office
does not improve.
Eighty-five percent of stu
dents receive some type of

financial aid such as HOPE,
loans or grants, and accord
ing to Armstrong, financial
aid disbursement started on
Sept. 3.
According to the throngs
of students in Victor Hall,
many have yet to receive fi
nancial aid.

AID | PAGE 2

The prices at campus bookstores are always a point of contention, but they may be necessary
By Lindsay Webb
Staff Writer

s

By Mable Swindell
Staff Writer

ALERT | PAGE 2

Students waiting in line should be no unfamiliar sight
for anyone who's been inside Victor Hall r ecently.

A high price for higher education

Students with falling
grades offered help when
caught in time

For some students, ad
justing to class isn't easy.
Many struggle to balance
things like work, a social life
and sfchool, and they become
overwhelmed because • they
don't know where to go for
help.
To meet this challenge,
every semester around the
third week of classes, the
advisement office encour
ages faculty and professors
to notify them of students in
danger of failing. Faculty and
administrators hope to steer
at-risk students toward aca
demic success.
When professors refer

Photo by Holly Harrison
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en well into September, students are often in t he campus bookstore making last
nute purchases.

Since the earliest begin
ning of higher education, the
price of textbooks has been a
point of contention.
Buying books is a neces
sary expense of the college
experience, and on-campus
bookstores have become
commonplace on campuses
throughout the country.
Armstrong is no differ
ent. The Armstrong Atlantic
State University Bookstore
is a major source of books
for students of all disciplines
and their frustrations with
price.
"Though an integral part
of campus, the bookstore's
prices could be lower," said
freshman Adam Weinberg.
According a Government
Accountability Office survey,
the average cost of textbooks
for students was around
$900 a year.
One student, * Ja mison
Dowd, went so far as to ex

claim angrily "I think every
thing about the bookstore is
a sham."
He then brought up a
common rumor, continuing,
"I recently found out that
they are a private business
and haye nothing to do with
Armstrong in the long run.
We do not even see any of
the benefits from their rack
eteering."
"It's pretty good, it's af
fordable," said student Ayla
Rogers, referring to the
bookstore's prices as she was
on her way inside.
Carlita K. Carter, manager
of the AASU b ookstore, was
able to shed light on some
of the issues. "I'm glad to
answer any questions," she
said, "because there are so
many students who don't
know the facts, and who just
assume the worst about the
bookstore without ever both
ering to look for the truth."
Some students may be

BOOKS | PAGE 2
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Calendar of Events
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Sept. 26: CUB Meeting 12:00 p.m.-i:oo p.m. Solms 110
Sept. 29: SGA Meeting i2:oop.m.-i:oop.m. Solms 110

"They didn't even take
AID I FROM PAGE 1 payouts of financial aid may my 907 number or my
Many of the students wait be the influx of new students name until the third time
ing in line did not hold much combined with an under I called!" art major Faythe
Medzie said.
hope for a quicker pace. Se staffed office.
Students are becoming
nior Matt Jones does not ex
The financial aid website
confused and frustrated
pect his financial aid anytime
lists three counselors avail by the seeming paralysis.
soon.
"It's never there until al able to the more than 7,000 Disbursement checks are
students enrolled at Arm weeks behind and some
most the midterm," he said.
As the midterm approach strong. That's roughly 2,300 students are unable to pay
es, students are starting to students to every counselor, for food, rent or tuition
receive notices that they are who are then available only and fees. The staff of the
financial aid office gives
in danger of being dropped
two days a week.
inconsistent answers that
from classes because of un
Communication between don't help students stuck
paid fees. Without financial
students
and staff is difficult. in a bad situation.
aid, however, paying is im
possible.
Lee Ann Kirkland, director of
New loan policies are
"I can't pay for my books financial aid, was unable to another frustrating aspect
or fees or anything," student schedule an interview until of the Department of Fi
Ashley Johnston said.
October due to the high vol nancial Aid. The award
Students visit the financial
letter is only available
aid counter on the first floor ume of students seeking as
electronically. Students
of Victor Hall with questions sistance. Reaching Kirkland
and concerns, waiting, often via phone is virtually impos must check their SHIP
for more than 20 minutes, to sible unless an operator con account, see the new "on
speak with someone who can nects a caller to her unlisted line award letter" link and
read the fine print before
help them.
number.
they know how to reduce
Armstrong so far has
Weeks can pass before e- or decline the automati
given many reasons why fi
mails
are returned. Students cally approved aid.
nancial aid has been stymied
this year, ranging from the calling the office listen to a
Any student that pre
mountain of paperwork, to prerecorded message from viously received Stafford
the rise in the number of stu 15 to 45 minutes before they loans from Armstrong will
dents and even to the change
now automatically be ap
talk to a human being.
in lending practices given the
proved for the maximum
The wait on the phone, amount. The only way to
severe trouble in the econo
coupled with the conversa decline or reduce your
my.
A possible explanation for tion that follows,- is f rustrat awafd is to notify the of
the absence of alacrity in the ing to a number of students.
fice in writing.

Appointment day
and times

If your last name
begins with

Your financial aid
counslor is

A-F

Susan Dillard

Monday 9-1 2 & 2-4:30

Thursday

G-N

Ellie Pelt

Thursday 9-12 & 2-4:30

Wednesday

0-Z

Amber Taylor
Wednesday 9 -12 & 2-4:30
www.es.armstrong.edu/finaid
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surprised to learn that Arm
strong's bookstore is insti
tutionally owned, and is a
member of the National As
sociation of College Stores
(NACS), as well as the Geor
gia branch of the associa
tion.
The NACS works with leg
islators, publishers and ship
pers to help member stores
receive the best deals on text
books and shipping, which
should in tuVn help lower
prices for students.
Carter referenced to sev
eral of the popular rumors
circulating about price goug
ing and the bookstore being
rented out to a company that
is unaffiliated with Arm
strong. She said that though
some other college book. stores may be run this way,
Armstrong's is not.

At Armstrong, she said
new textbooks are given a
margin of approximately 27.5
percent up from the pub
lisher's cost when they are
priced. These percentages
only apply to the actual cost
of the book, not the shipping
and handling fees that the
bookstore pays nor the cost
of employees.
The bookstore has in
creased its buyback rate up
to 50 percent of the cost of a
new book in an effort to get
more students to sell their
used textbooks back to the
store.
Doing so should help low
er costs for both students and
the bookstore with fewer new
books having to be ordered
and more used books being
available at cheaper prices
for future students.
Profits made through the
bookstore go toward paying
for shipping, staff payroll

Walk-ins

Monday

and the operating budget
of the store.
At the end of the last
fiscal year, the book
store's operating costs
were $350,000. This cov
ered bookstore employee's
salaries, a portion of th eir
health insurance and ben
efits, as well as the costs
associated with copiers,
printers, paper and other
supplies.
Whatever profit is left
over goes directly to Arm
strong to help cover other
university costs and actual
ly helps to keep additional
student fees down. Though
many students may balk at
the costs, the money they
put into the bookstore the
oretically helps decrease
the amount of fees each
student pays with every
semester.

Voices on Campus
Financial aid in focus
By Alexandra North

StaffWriter

'

The paperwork, the deadlines and the waiting are familiar to many students when
it comes to financial aid. There are many types of aid available to students, such as the
Pell Grant, student loans and the one all Georgians know as the HOPE scholarship.
Many students at Armstrong rely on these types of financial aid to help them receive
an education, but when the bookstore credit is not available and the loan officers can't
give a loan until the paperwork has been approved by the school, what happens then?
Students around campus were asked if they received financial aid, and they were also
asked how Armstrong has handled their financial aid.

"Yes, trying to get it. 1 did my
FAFSA back in June. The first
time I went to the financial aid
office, they told me they lost
my paperwork. So, I printed
another out, checked SHIP, and
there was more paperwork that
I hadn't been told about. They
didn't tell me all that I needed
to hand in or fijl out. They
handled [the situation] poorly."
-Anna Lee, sophomore,
radiology

"Yes. In the past, it's been
handled well. But this year, it
has been really poor. 1 turned in
my paperwork in February. My
bookstore check still hasn't been
sent to me, and I can't afford to
buy books on my own. I know it's
not all Armstrong's fault. It's also
the federal government's as well."
-Lloyd Eldridge, sophomore,
economics

"Yes. Pell grant. They handled
the situation poorly. I filed back
in April, and they didn't pull
anyone's FAFSA until July. Usually
they are pretty okay."
-Rachel Keegan, junior, early
childhood education

"Yes. They handled the process
unprofessionally, to the most
extreme degree. They don't
know what they are doing."
-Carol Anne Yarley, senior,
English

"Yes. I t was okay. I wrote a check
for my books because my credit
wasn't in. At least I got the money
back eventually for my bookstore
credit. It could have been handled
^tter."
-Trevor Bowen, freshman,
history

"Yes. I've had no problems at
the financial aid office due to
the fact that I filled out my
paperwork on time."
-Emilio Garcia, senior,
radiography

Six by six
Describe how you see Armstrong.

ALERT | FROM PAGE 1
students to the Early Alert
program, advisement office
personnel contact them by
phone or e-mail to set up ap
pointments.' Advisors then
meet one-on-one with stu
dents to discuss their options,
from signing up for tutorial
services to dropping a course
before the midterm to avoid
receiving a failing grade.
Midterm for this semester
is Oct. 8, 2008, for full-term
classes.
Absences, low test scores
and missing work are typical
reasons students are referred
to the program, said Spanish
professor William O. Deaver,
Jr.
"Quite simply, Idon't think
they dedicate enough time to
studying the material well in
advance of a test. Also, they

don't study effectively. By
that, I mean that they look at
material, but they don't try to
draw conclusions, parallels
or synthesize the material."
Some students who take
advantage of the Early Alert
program see beneficial re
sults, Shana Olin, junior, is
one of them.
Olin's psychology profes
sor referred her to the ad
visement office last semester,
and she responded hesitantly
to the invitation. After a few
sessions, however, she was
introduced to several oncampus services, such as tu
toring, that helped her.
"I admit," said the com
munications student, "I had
to mature."
Since then, Olin said,
she's been doing better in her
classes, and she still keeps in
touch witlyher counselor.
But, unlike Olin, many

students don't realize the
benefits of the Early Alert
program, according to
Cheryl Drew, degree pro
gram assistant for the ad
visement office.
"Only about 25 percent
of students contacted re
sponded to our invitation
last spring," Drew said.
So what advice does
Olin offer to other strug
gling students?
"Find out from the pro
fessor what you can do to
improve," she said. "If you
ask and talk to the profes
sor, they are really eager
to help you."
The academic advise
ment office is located in
Solms Hall, Room 212,
and can be reached at
(912) 344-2570. It is open
Monday through Fri
day, 8:15 a.m. to 5 p.m.

By Alexandra North
StaffWriter
i

A six-word biography is exactly what it sounds like: six words to sum up a life, an
event, a book or a movie.
This week, we asked students to describe Armstrong in six words. After much deliber
ation and finger counting, students had many things to say in such a short a sentence.
"Need to start pulling FAFSA
earlier."
-Anna Lee, sophomore,
Radiology

"Growing, work on potential,
cheaper food."
-Kim Vo, sophomore,
Rehab Sciences

"Great people, fun times, learning environment."
-Kyle Godfrey, graduate student
in Public Health

"Not en ough c onservative po ints
of view."
-Lloyd Eldridge, sophomore,
Economics

"Dedicated teachers, lousy financial aid department."
-Carol Anne Yarley, senior,
English
-| am always bli ssfully st ressed
out."

-Brandi Meuse, junior,
Psychology

We encourage readers to email us with their six-word-suggestions for this week's topic:
What is the point of going to college?
Email submissions to campu$life.inkwell@gmatLcom. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major.
Please limit yourself to one submission per topic.

The Inkwell

News | Page 3
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Prosecutor lectures on death penalty for Constitution Day
Attorney and former Armsrong professor Joseph Newman speaks at the Armstrong Center
By Yvette Wheeler
A&E editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

Associate administrator William Megathlin and former Savannah prosecutor Joseph
D. Newman in the Armstrong Center.

First Assistant United
States Attorney Joseph D.
Newman, Esq. came to the
Armstrong Center on Friday,
Sept. 19, to speak on the is
sue of the death penalty in
Georgia.
He spoke on the landmark
case, Furman v. Georgia, in
which the Supreme Court
upheld a ruling sentencing
William Henry Furman to
death for a murder that oc
curred during an attempted
burglary.
The case highlighted the
need for more consistency
in how the death penalty is
applied to capital cases. The
ruling held that the Eighth
and 14th amendments of the
Constitution were violated,
which refer to the prohibi
tion of cruel or unusual pun
ishment and the violation of
citizens' privileges or immu
nities and rights to due pro
cess.,
"The Supreme Court in
Furman said that the evil
that they saw, the five jus
tices, the majority, was that
there were no standards to

Grassroots volunteer group goes national
ServiceNation promotes Day of Action on Sept. 27
By Brian Anderson
Editor-in-chief
editor.inkwell@gmail.com

International and the United
Way.
The ultimate goal of Servi
. In this politically charged ceNation is to have 100 mil
season ofslogans and bumper lion citizens volunteering in
sticker politics, words such schools, workplaces and in
as "change" can be thrown faith-based communities by
around often. Most Ameri 2020, up from 61 million to
cans believe that change will day.
come with a single vote this
Though they'd prefer ev
presidential election, and ery able American to vol
they may be right.
unteer, they are not push
But to a growing num ing for mandatory national
ber of public service initia volunteer service, saying in
tives, like ServiceNation and their mission statement, "We
its affiliates, change in this support the idea of voluntary
country will first come with a community and national ser
hammer and a shovel.
vice."
ServiceNation is a nation
"We are working to both
al grassroots movement that inspire more Americans to
espouses that most effective volunteer their time and to
way to combat societal ills in encourage our leaders to cre
this country is through vol ate service opportunities for
unteering and public service every American who wants
by every American. It was to serve their community and
the brainchield of advocacy country. We do not support
groups Be t he Change, Inc.; mandatory national service
City Year; Civic E nterprises, requirements."
LLC; and the Points of Light
With such big-name do
Institute.
nors as Target, Bank of
ServiceNation also in America and Home Depot,
cludes the participation of and with community orga
over 110 organizations and nizers instituting over 2,447
groups all over the country, volunteering and national
including AARP, UN Foun service projects in the U.S.
dation, NAACP, Lions Club alone, ServiceNation isn't

entirely without support.
The ServiceNation cam
paign began with a summit
in New York City on Sept.
11-12. The event included the
involvement of over 500 dis
tinguished leaders from the
business and governmental
sectors, including the bipar
tisan participation of leading
politicians, such as Sena
tors Hilary Clinton, Barack
Obama, John McCain and
Gov. Arnold Schwarzeneg
ger.
ServiceNation has set
Sept. 27 as the national Day
of Action, which they hope
will engage tens of thousands
of Americans in events across
the country to showcase the
impact of service.
If you'd liketo volunteer or
would like to start your own
event for the national Day of
Action, visit ServiceNation's
Web site at www.servicenation.org.
The Robert Fechner Re creational
Area w ill be ho sting Na tional Public
Lands D ay at Bacon P ark on Sept. 27,
2008 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
There w ill be i nformation o n r ec-

reational opportunities available to all
citizens. There will also be information
on environmental programs, a sign
dedication for The B acon P ark Forest,
a discovery to ur and a community
picnic.
The event will be held at The Wil
liam Scarboroaugh L ittle l eague Field
at B ona Be lla A venue a nd S kidaway
Road.

The Alliance for
Community Trees will be
hosting the National Public
Lands Day at Fort Pulaski
on Sept. 27,2008 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Volunteers will help with
a tree planting as well as
trail maintenance, marsh
and fort cleanup,' painting
and extending the hiker/
biker trail.

Writing Center isn't just for English majors
The English department's resource may help lessen the writing woes of all students
a large number of students.
With 30 computers and
four printers available, the
An open house was held by center is mostly used for its
the writing center ift Gamble technology.
Dr. Deborah Reese, the
Hall, Room 109 on Sept.17
to showcase their services to writing center director, says
students. The writing cen that the center averages
ter offers numerous services about 6,000 computer ses
that could come in handy for sions per semester, which is

By Malaya Kight
Staff Writer

They will

Help you learn to generate ideas for writing papers
Recommend strategies for developing and organizing essays
Assist in understanding assignment guidelines given by instructors
Provide individual help for specific problems in grammar and mechanics
Teach you to proofread, revise and correct writing mistakes
Develop and improve your unique writing style
Look over graded papers to help one understand and correct writing flaws
Offer general suggestions for improving your essay submissions

They will not
Write your paper for you
Take responsibility for finding all of the mistakes in your paper
Judge your paper according to a grade, rank or score,
Guarantee "quick fixes" for writing difficulties.

near max capacity.
"Our computers and print
ers are just as good as others
on campus, but I wish we had
more comfortable chairs,"
said Reese.
The Writing Center staff
agrees that following com
puters and printing, tutors
are the second most used
service offered. In their opin
ion, though, tutors are also
more beneficial. According
to Reese, tutors conduct ap
proximately 2,900 face-toface tutorials annually.
English major Stephanie
LaSalle works as a tutor in
the center. She loves working
with students of all a ges and
wants everyone to feel wel
come. She also encouraged
students from other disci
plines to come in because
the tutors are not limited to
English.

"We don't just want to
improve papers, we want to
improve students as writers,"
LaSalle said.
There are eleven tutors
employed at the writing cen
ter who are willing to help.
However, there are things
that they will and will not
do.
Reese wants to expand
into multiple locations, of
fer efficient services to ESL
and graduate students and
employ more tutors from dif
ferent disciplines. Right now,
the center wants to hear from
students what they would
like to see.
The Writing Center isopen
Monday through Thursday 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. and- Friday 9
a.m. to noon, during fall se
mester.

guide the jury," Newman
said. "It was though the de
cision was capricious, arbi
trary, whimsical and for the
appellate court there was no
way they could see why this
one defendant got a death
sentence and why the other
didn't," Newman said.
Newman, who was a fed
eral prosecutor for 30 years
and a state prosecutor in Sa
vannah for 4 years, was also a
part-time instructor of crimi
nal justice at Armstrong from
1974-78.
Pi Alpha Delta, SGA a nd
the departments of Cr iminal
Justice, Social and Politi
cal Science hosted the event
for Constitution Day, the na
tional holiday celebrating the
signing of the U.S. Constitu
tion in 1787.
After Furman v. Georgia,
legislatures in 35 states put
together death penalty laws,
with standards, formulas and
aggravating circumstances,
and in 1976, the Supreme
Court upheld the new crite
ria, Newman said.
About two-thirds of Amer
icans favor capital punish
ment according to Newman.
Those who are in favor of the

SGA swears in
new senator
Members discuss
blood drive, student
center groundbreak
ing and financial aid
issues

By Kristen Alonso
Staff Manager
kainkwell@gmail.com

SGA President Somi
Benson-Jaja swore in
Oscar Crosby as a new
senator at the Sept. 22
meeting in Room no of
Solms Hall.
New senators are
sometimes needed to
replace senators that
have resigned for vari
ous reasons, BensonJaja said.
The
Red
Cross
thanked the SGA i n a
letter for its work in the
Aug. 28 blood drive.
SGA Vice President
Aaron Eubank said
the next blood drive is
on Thursday, Oct. 30,
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Senator Chris Nowicki, Chair of Student
Services,
reminded
senators that they had
until 1:45 p.m. that
day to submit e-mails
concerning
experi
ences with financial
aid and registration at
Victor Hall. Nowicki
had scheduled a meet
ing with Dr. Russell
Watjen, associate vice
president of enrollment
management to discuss
students' financial aid
issues.
Nowicki mentioned
the current "one-stop
shop" at Victor Hall,
where students stop
first to ask general
questions about fi
nancial aid and reg
istration, will change
after the beginning of
November. After the
change, a financial aid
representative will be
available at the front
desk, as well as a reg
istrar admissions em
ployee.
Much of the discus
sion centered around
preparations for the
new student center
groundbreaking, which
was held the following
day on Sept. 23.
Treasurer
Anna
Mach stated the current
balance is $39,326.34
and the encumbrance
balance is $3,741.34.

death penalty, according to a
public opinion poll, believe
that DNA shows an error rate
above 10 percent for people
wrongly convicted of mur
der, he said.
However, the public' is
concerned about the costs
involved with tiying capital
cases. Prisons are cheaper
compared to capital cases,
which due to lawyer's fees
run into the millions of dol
lars because in most capital
cases the state is paying for
both the defending and pros
ecuting attourneys.
According to the Georgia
Department of Corrections,
it costs almost $19,000 a
year to incarcerate a crimi
nal. Newman said that the
cost is about $21,000 a year,
depending on the state.
The importance of the
case of Furman v. Georgia,
and the decision by the Su
preme Court is such that
"The most awesome power,
really, the state has is what?
To declare a war? Send your
sons, brothers, off to fight?
Probably to put somebody in
a prison, and then take their
life away."

GROUND | FROM PAGE 1
enjoy.
Harris said the students
chose Burt Hill's architecture
firm from Philadelphia be
cause it isthe "best known for
designing student centers,"
and they also have experi
ence in "green" programs.
International Paper do
nated money for tree seed
lings, which will be planted
around the center.
Jones thanked the Arm
strong Educational Proper
ties Foundation, Inc. (EPFI)
for investing $60 million
over the last seven years into
improvement projects; 16
million of those dollars fund
ed the student center.
• Armstrong will repay the
investment through the in
creased student fees, which
began this fall semester.
Harris said the ballroom,
theater and student center it
self are as yet unnamed.
"We're looking for ideas,"
he said.
Construction on the
new student center starts
on Monday, Sept. 29, and
President Jones expects
it to be completed by fall
2009. After the building
is constructed, renova
tion begins on the MCC
building, which will be
joined to the new center.
The center will include:
- a convenience store
- a game room with in
cluding pool tables, table
tennis, and Foosball
- a TV room and Wii
game area
- a print room in which
students can print, copy,
fax and ship packages
- a 300-seat ballroom
with capabilities to seat
650 »
- a 199-seat theater/au
ditorium
- the bookstore and its
offices organizational
meeting rooms
- meditative fountains
- power outlets through
out the dining hall to
recharge electronics
Many offices will
switch locations during
the construction and
renovation. HOLA and
the Calliope will move
into the building, and
Student Affairs offices
will move to the book
store's current location.
The renovation will add
a writers' lounge to The
Inkwell.
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EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

Week of September 25,2008

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must
be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu .
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

A BETTER BAILOUT

Real choice hard to come by
Qtaff mamkun
Staff
member opinion

Los Angeles Times

The bailout that Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson
has proposed for the U.S.
financial system could cost
as much as $700 billion,
or about $2,300 for every
American man, woman and
child. Taxpayers rightly ex
pect to receive something
tangible in return for such an
investment, and there are at
least four things policymak
ers can and should deliver.
Paulson's proposal would
let the Treasury Department
buy mortgage-related assets
from financial firms with few
constraints on how the pow
er would be used. For an ad
ministration accustomed to
overreaching, such a request
for unfettered authority is
neither surprising nor wel
come; the Bush White House
is in no position to ask for
that kind of trust. Congress
should make the Treasury's
bailout efforts subject to the
same oversight — b y Con
gress and the courts — as its
nonemergency actions, while
also requiring that banks
compete for aid and that tax
payers be protected against
wasteful spending on over
priced assets.
Some lawmakers want to
force lenders that receive aid
to halt all foreclosures, but
that would reward borrow
ers who bought homes they
couldn't afford even at to
day's reduced values. Instead,
lawmakers should make it
easier for lenders to help
borrowers who can afford to
stay in their homes until the
housing market rebounds.
The Treasury should lead
the way by agreeing to write
down loan values and reduce
mortgage interest rates, and
by taking other steps to keep
the mortgages it acquires out
of default wherever practical.

Doing so wouldn't just help
homeowners, it would lower
the bailout's ultimate cost to
taxpayers.
*"
Wary of the political back
lash, some congressional
Democrats want to leaven the
aid for Wall Street with mon
ey for infrastructure projects,
more tax rebates and lowinterest loans for automak
ers. The political appeal of
such proposals isn't matched
by any broad economic ben
efits, however. A simpler
and more sensible approach
is to extend unemployment
benefits, which would stimu
late consumer spending and
boost the economy.
Finally, more needs to be
done to protect against an
other subprime mortgage
fiasco. The Federal Reserve
Board took an important
step in July when it updated
its "truth in lending" rules
to guard against some types
of predatory lending. The
California Legislature then
passed AB 1830, which adds
several new protections, in
cluding a ban on lenders
paying mortgage brokers
more when they persuade
subprime borrowers to take
costlier or riskier loans. Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger has
threatened to veto the bill
because it (like the federal
truth-in-lending rules) would
allow borrowers to sue lend
ers for future violations. The
governor's concern is based
on a hypothetical binge of
lawsuits, whereas the prob
lems addressed by AB 1830
are real and documented.
The governor should do his
part to avert the next $700billion bailout by signing this
bill.
Together, these steps
would improve the proposal,
stimulate the economy and
better protect consumers.
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LUKE FARMER

On Sept. xi, Newt Gin
grich came to the Arm
strong Center to talk about
his work at the Center for
Health
Transformation
(CHT). The former Speak
er of the House is pushing
to lower health care costs
by encouraging comput
er-based records. It gives
pause to think this conser
vative is pushing for a uni
versal type of health care—
and he's not. His idea for
how to reform health care:
make doctors and hospi
tals disclose their fees and
rates so the consumer can
choose the best plans for
themselves.
Charter members of
the CHT, according to
its own Web site, include
GlaxoSmithKline and AstraZeneca.
Newsobserver.com re
ported that GlaxoSmith
Kline has been ordered to
pay millions of dollars for
overcharging the Medic
aid program for drugs (the
company plans to appeal).
The New York Times
reported in 2004 that AstraZeneca was involved

™

in a kerfuffle when it stood into
this
world
with
accused of misleading con "certain unalienable rights,
sumers over Nexium and that among these are Life,
Prilosec, allegedly to reap in Liberty and the pursuit of
flated profits from the more Happiness." It does not
expensive Nexium.
qualify the statement. But ty
What these companies all ing health care to the thick
have incommon, besides Gin ness of the wallet sends the
grich's pet project, is they all message that the poor, who
stand to lose money if health are not generally at liberty
care becomes universal. It is to challenge the status quo,
in their best interests to con are unable to pursue hap
tinue to charge the highest piness because they are too
market price for their drugs, busy fighting for their lives in
while pocketing the profits in America's broken system.
the name of "research." Gen
The consumers with the
erally, this research is done least money will have to
in the form of surveys to find choose the least qualified
out which commercial makes doctors and rote, antiquated
customers dig deeper into procedures, while the pa
their pockets.
tients who have real options
The CHT emphasizes con will select top specialists who
sumer choice—with trans use innovative treatments.
parency of costs, patients Consumer choice, indeed.
can choose the best care for
America is beginning to
themselves.
realize that just because
Patients should manage someone didn't have the best
their own health care, but opportunities in his or her
with the expense of the pri life, that doesn't mean that
vate market, choices are of person isn't entitled to con
ten virtually out of the con tinue living. That is exactly
sumer's hands.
what denying quality health
The Declaration of In care on the basis of ability
dependence tells Ameri to pay equates to — a d eath
cans that humans come sentence.

Many bring up free mar
ket or American entrepreneurship to validate the
high cost of staying healthy
these days, but the truth
is that free market means
the seller can charge what
the public is willing to pay.
The system as it stands has
shown us only what is al
ready painfully clear—that
people will pay high prices
for life.
It is almost poetic that
Gingrich would speak for
the CHT on the seven year
anniversary of the terror
ism attacks at the World
Trade Center and the Pen
tagon. Many first responders to the catastrophe still
fight against the illnesses
contracted during their ser
vice. Unfortunately, they
are also still fighting the
government that refuses
healthcare to them for their
sacrifices.
Gingrich's and the CHT's
last-ditch attempt to thwart
equal health care for every
citizen should be seen for
what it is—same pig, differ
ent lipstick.

- Kristen Alonso

Letter to the Editor
Have any of the Inkwell staff no
ticed the new procedures for accept
ing fe deral Stafford lo ans th rough
AASU's F inancial Aid D epartment?
It has been a topic of concern for me
since I reapplied for financial aid this
summer. In the last two years I have
been enrolled here, students were re
quired to apply for a specific amount
of aid from Stafford loans within the
amount Financial A id has approved.
Beginning this year, i f y ou are a re
turning borrower wh o has sig ned
a M aster P romissory N ote w ith an
approved le nder, a nd y ou h ave n ot
changed lenders, you will receive
the m aximum amount of a id f rom
Stafford lo ans fo r w hich yo u ha ve
been approved. In orderfor this to not
occur, y ou must notify Financial A id
that you wish to reduce the amount
or d ecline th e lo ans a ltogether v ia
an online "Reduce/Decline" form

or in w riting to the department.
I have several problems with this.
For o ne, I learned th is in formation
from the a ward le tter i tself. It was
written i n sm all pr int, w ell bel ow
the lar ge-print nu mbers in dicating
the amount of my award. Secondly,
I c ould o nly v iew m y a ward le tter
via S.H.I.P. I received a n e mail n oti
fication o f th e n ew procedure f rom
financial aid approximately two
weeks prior to the beginning of the
semester. H owever, I believe i t may
have been inadequate notice, espe-'
daily f or s tudents w ithout In ternet
access o r w ho ar e no t tec hnologi
cally proficient (as a large proportion
of AASU students are non-tradition
al). You c an d ecline to receive y our
award le tter via S.H.I.P. a nd o pt for
a p aper le tter instead, bu t y ou s till
have to personally su bmit th e re
quest to Financial Aid after you have

done so on S .H.I.P. W hy m ust th e
department complicate so mething
that s hould b e so simple? Finally, I
am not fond o f us ing a n e lectronic
award letter be cause th ere is no
paper t rail wh en ch anges to your
financial aid aw ard are made. In
previous years, I received a new and
updated award letter when a change
was made to my financial a id. N ow
it is simply updated and the student
has n o r ecord o f it b eing ch anged.
Granted, I pr obably keep records
more m eticulously th an mo st st u
dents my age, bu t I think e veryone
can a ppreciate t he v alue o f ha ving
hard copies of important documents.
I think t his s ituation m akes the
Financial Aid Department look overeager to dump loans on its students.
With the combination of a new loan
acceptance p rocedure a nd th e fa ct
that the details of this procedure are

detailed on a n a ward l etter th at i s
only in electronic format, I think that
it is highly likely that some students
ended up with a disbursement check
they d id no t expect (if th ey ha ve
even r eceived it b y no w, alt hough
that is another story i n i tself). H av
ing to reapply for student loans each
year meant that students knew what
sort of aid they could expect. The stu
dents who need financial assistance
know who they are, and I believe au
tomatically accepting lo ans is a b ad
idea. I c an un derstand th e rea sons
why Financial Aid moved to an elec
tronic a ward le tter. I'm all fo r sa v
ing th e trees and c utting co sts, b ut
even with b eing a reasonably intel
ligent and tech savvy person I found
this situation quite confusing.

-Joe Catlett
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Have your voice published in TheInkwell.
Write a letter to our editor at
inkwell@armstrong.edu

Illustration by Phillip Wells
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Calendar of Events

Weekly Sports
Trivia Quiz

Sept. 27: Volleyball at USC Aiken 3 p.m.
Women's Tennis at ITA Regionals at Sumter, S.C.
Sept. 28: Soccer vs. Columbus State 1 p.m.
Women's Tennis at ITA Regionals at Sumter, S.C.
Sept. 29 -30: Women's Golf vs. CSU Women's Fall Invitational
29th Women's Tennis at ITA Regionals at Sumter, S.C.
Oct. 1: Soccer at Ga Southwestern 4 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Augusta State 7 p.m.

McClatChy-Tribunc News Service

(MCT)

QUESTIONS:

Pirates finish action In Southern Collegiates

1.) Who holds the record for most coaching wins in
an NFL career?

Sports Communications

2.) What television college football analyst was a,
roommate of now-actor Burt Reynolds at Florida
State?

ATHENS, Ga. - The Arm
strong Atlantic State men's
tennis team had all three
players eliminated after
the second day of the 2008
Southern Collegiates Satur
day Sept. 20, hosted by the
University of Georgia, on
Saturday in Athens.
In Division I singles, Paul
Bishop faced off against topseeded and I2th-ranked Divi
sion I stalwart Nate Schnugg
of Georgia. Schnugg ad
vanced with a 6-1, 6-4 victory
over Bishop. In the consola
tion bracket, Tim Johannsen
fell to Yoann Re of Virginia
Tech, 6-4, 7-5.
Rafael Array advanced to
the Round of 16 in the Divi
sion II singles bracket with a
5*7. 6-3, 6-4 win over Murilo
Souza of Jacksonville, but lost
to Sheharyar Wali of Lander,
6-2, 6-4, in the Round of 16.
Johannsen and Array
dropped their Round of 16

doubles match as well, losing
to Re and Sebastian Jacques
of Virginia Tech, 8-6.
The Pirates ended the
first day of competition with
three players in the draw at
UGA, and two of the three
players wining their first
singles matches. Senior Paul
Bishop defeated Johnny
Hamui of Florida, 1-6, 6-4,
6-2, in the Division I singles
draw. Sophomore Tim Jo
hannsen did not fare as well
in his match, losing to Alex
Zotov of Vanderbilt, 6-2, 7-6
(5). In the Division II singles
draw, sophomore Rafael Ar
ray defeated Anthony Davi
son of Charlotte, 6-4, 6-4, in
his first singles match. Dou
bles action ;saw the duo of Ar
ray and Johannsen knock off
the Georgia Tech duo of Dusan Miljevic and Ryan Smith,
9-7, in first-round action.
The Pirates will be next in
action on §ept. 27-29 at the
ITA Mid-Atlantic Regionals
in Sumter, S.C.

Pirates finish eighth
at Coker Invitational
Sports Communications

to last season, and has fin
ished in the top 10 in seven
SAVANNAH, Ga. - The of his last nine tournaments.
Armstrong men's golf team
Freshman Matthew Motes
shot a final-round
296 on carded the day's best round
Sept. 23 tofinish eighth at the for Armstrong, shooting a
Coker College Invitational at one-under-par 71 to finish
the Orange County National tied for 31st individually with
Golf Club in Orlando, Fla.
a four-over-par 148 total.
The Pirates finished
18 Sophomore David Patterson
strokes behind team champi carded a second-round 76 to
on Florida Southern, who ral finish tied for 38th with a 149
lied from a two-stroke firsttotal, while freshman Dustin
round deficit to clip Lander Allen shot a second straight
by one stroke. The Mocs fin 75 to finish tied for 44th
ished at 568, followed by the with a 150 total. Sophomore
Bearcats (569). Host Coker Parker Gordon rounded out
(580) was third, followed by the AASU scoring with a 79,
Mount Olive (581).
finishing tied for 48th with a
Senior Chris Wolfe shot a 151 total.
two-over-par 74 on Tuesday
Armstrong returns to ac
to finish tied for 10th indi tion on October 6-7 at the
vidually with an even-par 144 Mizuno Collegiate, hosted
total. The All-American has by the Pirates and Georgia
finished in the top 10 in his Southern University at Sa
last five events, dating back vannah Quarters.

n

;

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications

;hrjs Wolfe finished the tournament tied in 10th.

3.) What NFL player was nicknamed "The Mad
Stork?"
m 4.) In the 1890s in pro football, a touchdown was
worth four points, not six points. Who scored the first
touchdown in pro football?
5.) Who was the first NFL running back to gain 1,000
or more yards in a season?

. .•
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Photo courtesy of Sports Communications

Rafael Array ( sophomore) defeated his opponent in his
first singles match.

Petursdottir puts in overtime
winner in 2-1 Pirate victory
Sports Communications

MORROW,
Ga.
Freshman bordis Peturs
dottir delivered the gamewinner in overtime as the
Armstrong Atlantic State
women's soccer team won
its Peach Belt Conference
opener, 2-1, over host
Clayton State on Saturday
Sept. 20 in Morrow, Ga.
The Pirates (4-2-1, 1-0
PBC) - playing an n-on-9
advantage after Clayton
State had its second play
er sent off with a red card
in the closing moments of
the first overtime period
- finally broke through
in the 104th minute as
junior Kristin Burton's
cross found the foot of Pe
tursdottir, who beat Laker
goalkeeper Whitney Jowers for the winner.
Burton opened the
scoring in the match in
the 29th minute as she
converted a penalty kick
to put the Pirates up, 1-0,
Clayton State (0-7, 0-1
PBC) equalized in the
59th minute as Caitlin
Clark drilled a shot from
35 yards out to tie things

up at 1-1. The score would
remain deadlocked at l-all at
the end of regulation, despite
the Pirates holding a 22-5
edge in shots.
Armstrong held the Lakers
without a shot in the over
times, while registering six in
the first overtime and two in
the second. The Pirates also
enjoyed a 10-3 advantage in
corner kicks. Pirate goalkeep
er Tracey Mitchell played the
entire match in the net for
Armstrong, giving up the
lone goal and facing just five
shots. Laker starting goal
keeper Chelsea Bettis played
62 minutes, making seven
saves and giving up one goal.
Jowers played 42 minutes
and made two saves.
Burton finished the night
with nine shots, four on
goal, including the penalty
kick that was her PBC-leadirig sixth goal of the season.
Eleven different
Pirates
notched shots on the night
and the win was the first for
Armstrong on the road this
season in four matches.
Pirates play big contender
Columbus State Sept. 28 1:00
p.m. at the AT&T Field.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications

Pordis Petursdottir scored the winning goal for
Lady Pirates.

Want to write for sports?
Come by The Inkwell office in room 202 in the MCC and speak with Tiffany Thornton to find out how to start
getting published in the Inkwell as a sports writer.
For more information: e-mail Tiffany at
sports.inkwell@gmail.com
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t Eagles rookie wide receiver-kick return specialist
ackson compiled a career average of 16.7 yards per punt
return to set a Cal record and rank second in Pac-10 history behind
guess who:
Baseball Hall of Famer and pioneer Jackie Robinson, who
accumulated an 18.8-yard average at (JCIA.
•

compiled by Gregory Clay

Three straight wins for
Pirates' volleyball
Budd continued her impres
sive play from a week ago.
Budd had six kills and 9 digs.
The Armstrong wom
Freshman Casey Howett
en's volleyball team took aided the Pirates both de
down the Fort Valley State fensively and offensively
Wildcats fortheir third vic with two service aces and an
tory in a row on Sept. 20. amazing 11 digs. Armstrong's
The Pirates got off to service game was impressive
a fantastic start in the all around with a total of 11
match, winning the first
service aees in the match.
two games, 25-11, 25-15.
Some serious fireworks
They then faltered in the came from freshman Casey
third game, losing 25-20 Richards and junior Michele
to the visiting Wildcats. Remlinger, both with an
Armstrong
then astounding 10 kills apiece.
slammed the door on Fort
The Armstrong volleyball
Valley in fourth with a 25- squad will try to stretch their
17 win to take the match winning streak when they
outright. This win was aid travel to USC Aiken for their
ed by the many service er first Peach Belt Conference
rors of Fort Valley's squad. match onSept.27at3:oop.m.
The Wildcats had five
The squad is 3-0 on
service errors in the fi
the road and 10-4 overall.
nal game and 16 overall.
The Pirates will re
Junior
Gwendolyn turn to the home court
Clarke had an impres to face Augusta State on
sive match with nine kills. Oct. 1 at 7:00 p.m. Get out
Sophomore
Brendyce and show your support.

By Jamison Dowd
Staff Writer

Women's tennis preview
By Tiffany Thornton
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The Pirates women's ten
nis team's fall debut will be
Saturday Sept. 27 at the ITA
Regionals in Sumter, S.C.
hosted by Francis Marion
University. The tournament
continues through to Mon
day Sept. 29.
The Lady Pirates have
four returning players: Mar
tina Beckmann (junior),

Alisa Kagukina (junior), Gabriella Kovacs (junior), Alida
Muller-Wehlau (sophomore).
Two freshmen, Kathleen
Henry and Sona Novakova,
join the team for the 20082009 season.
Beckman, Kovacs and
Muller-Wehlau were named
All-Americans last year and
enter this season with a na
tional championship under
their belts. Highlights from
the tournament vfall be in
next week's issue.
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Calendar of Events
ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT

Sept. 26: "Perception" & "Rush" bands at at Wild Wing from 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sept. 30: Presentation by Visiting Designer Ann Willoughby Tuesday, 8-9:30 p.m., Trustees Theater. Ann Willoughby is the president and cre
ative director of Willoughby Design Group, a brand innovation and identity design firm she founded in 1978. Prior to the presentation, there will
a meet and greet with Willoughby at 7:30 p.nj.

Do you want to be my neighbor?
No cardigans or "Neighborhood of Make-Believe," just psychosis and
bitterness in this thriller
By Joseph Peters
Staff Writer

Turner, who dislikes Chris
because he's white, in a rela
tionship, because he's young,
"Lakeview Terrace" is a clean cut—basically, Turner
cautionary tale about moving is a very bitter individual who
in next to Samuel L. Jack is h(jjl-bent on ruining the life
son.
of his younger neighbor.
This is not a bad thing.
The movie follows this
The movie centers around course faithfully. Turner's
Abel Turner (Jackson), a harassment is confusing and
member of the Los Angeles relentless, and all that Chris
Police Department whose life and Lisa can do is be con
is falling apart. Within the fused and get mad at each
first 30 minutes we find out other.
that his wife is dead, his chil
Actually, this idea sums up
dren don't like him and his the whole movie: Chris and
fellow police officers think Lisa ge t confused and angry
he's too old to do his job.
because their neighbor, Abel
Enter Chris and Lisa Turner, is a confusing psy
Mattson, the new next-door chopath.
neighbors played by Patrick
In order to make a plot
Wilson and Kerry Washing this thin watchable, you rely
ton. Chris is white and Lisa is on characters, and Jackson's
black, and they appear to be performance as Abel Turner
very much in love.
may be one of his best. Turn
This does not sit well with er is alternately racist, chau

vinist, abusive, charismatic,
drunk, lucid and enraged.
Jackson moves between
these emotions effortlessly
and believably. Wondering
exactly what he'll do next
keeps an audience intrigued
by an otherwise been-theredone-that plot.
This is not to belittle the
rest of the cast; unfortu
nately, there's just not much
for them to do. Wilson and
Washington are believable
as lovers slowly torn apart by
outside forces. One wonders
if they're capable of anything
more.
The music, the pace and
all of the little things about
this movie are designed to
keep the viewer on their
toes. "Lakeview Terrace"
doesn't try to trick you—it
wants to be athriller, it works
hard to thrill you, and, for the

most part, it's successful.
It won't win any awards. It
won't
transcend
its
genre. And it certainly is not
the best film on Samuel L. •
Jackson's resume. Still, as a
way to get a small adrenaline
buzz at the movie theater,
"Lakeview Terrace" more
than does the job.

3 stars (out of 5)
Directed by : Niel L aBute
Starring: Samuel L. Jackson,
Patrick Wilson, Kerry Washingston
Rated: PG -13 for intense
thematic material, violence,
sexuality, language and some
drug references.

© 2008 Sony Pictures Digital Inc.

Abel Turner abuses his power as a police officer and self-appointed neighborhood watch by trying to run his new
neighbors out of their first home on "Lakeview Terrace."

Grapevine delivers a
Mediterranean treat
Greek fine dining at a reasonable price
By Hannah Morris
Staff Writer

Grapevine is an all-around
amazing Mediterranean ex
perience. From the grape
decor to the Greek murals to
the small tables lit by candle
light, it impresses as soon as
you step through the door.
The staff was absolutely
incredible; they really had a
wide knowledge of the menu
and were more than willing
to assist with recommenda
tions. While waiting for our
dessert, the owner of the res
taurant came by to personal
ly thank us for coming. From
the start it was a warm and
inviting atmosphere.
Grapevine would be noth
ing if not for the food, and it
was outstanding, We began
our night with a traditional
Greek dish known as saganaki ($6.50), this appetizer is
grilled Kasseri cheese served
with pita. If yo u are looking
for authentic Greek food, this
restaurant actually imports
all of t heir cheeses from the
Greek city of Columbia.
My entree consisted of a
grilled shrimp Greek salad
($14) which waslight, creamy
and piled high with feta and
olives unlike any Greek salad

in the area.
We completed our meal
with the traditional Medi
terranean dessert, baklava
(priced by day), which was
less sweet than traditional
baklava but a nice honeycoated surprise.
This restaurant is fine
dining, but you won't break
the bank. For two entrees, ^
an appetizer and dessert, we
spent just around $50 (in
cluding tip).
Grapevine
also
runs

unique specials, like their
"shrimp nights" that take $2
off any entree that includes
shrimp. Their happy hour on
Thursday, Friday, and Sat
urday includes half-off bar
drinks with the purchase of
an entree.
Weekends feature live mu
sic to compliment the serene
mood and delicious food.
Grapevine is located off
of Johnny Mercer Boulevard
on Wilmington Island in Sa
vannah.
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Fashion Focus
Waistlines rise for the fall
By Brittany Doctor
Staff Writer

Lower backs are going
back into hiding this fall
with the arrival of the highwaist bottom. Jeans, skirts
and trousers have all fallen
victim to this rib-hugging
trend.
Originally for working
men, the high waist intro
duced itself to women back
in the 70s and again in the
90s. As of this year's Fash
ion Week in New York, it
is back for another visit
and was showcased on the
biggest runways of the sea
son.
High-waist pencil skirts
with a tucked-in blouse
or button-down shirt are
becoming the workingwoman's uniform. This
look elongates the midsec
tion and makes the wearer
seem taller. Dressy sus
penders and a blazer make
the skirt a killer, but add
ing a s kinny silk tie blows
this look out of the water.
Both skinny and wide-

leg trouserjeans have been
converted to this style and
do well with blouses or even
a tucked-in t-shirt to dress it
down.
Depending on body type,
the high waist bottom can
either hide or highlight com
mon problem areas. It would
benefit the woman with a
rounder shape to stay away
from such heights and opt
for the midrise pant, since
the high waist tapers at the
top and could make the belly
look larger.
Pear shapes are the ideal
for this style because it con
forms best with a smaller up
per waist and a larger lower
waist, which is the same way
the bottoms are cut.
Regardless of body type, if
the waist is a problem area,
then avoiding tighter-fitting
materials, like spandex, is a
good idea.
•• : . / : r
around the corner, there is
.still time to wear out those
high-waist shorts and mini
skirts until you have to pull
out the tweed trousers.

(MCT)

High-waist pants like these, not seen since the '90s,
are making a comeback as this fall's fashion trend.

Passafire comes home
Local act returns to their roots after time on the road
musician in attendance.
The band, which formed in
2003, consists of Ted Bowne
on guitar and vocals, Adam
Willis on keyboard and vo
cals, Nick Kubley on drums
and Will Kubley on bass and
vocals.
Their MySpace and Facebook pages show a wide
range of fans. They have been
touring across the country
and are getting ready for
a second tour with Pepper
and The Super Villains, their
Law Records labelmates.
Passafire is excited to ex
pand their fan base with the
tour, but they also know the
importance of expanding
their already loyal Savannah
following.
Photo by Olga Mariela Cisneros
Willis said he would love
for
Passafire to play at Arm
Passafire puts on a solid performance at Livewire.
strong.
Their schedule is packed
for the next month. The tour
will take them west and will
By Olga Mariela Cisneros
Passafire
introduced
which
not return to this region un
Staff Writer
will be featured in their up til late October. Check their
A packed crowd wel coming album, tentatively website, www.passafirethecomed Savannah's own scheduled for a spring 2009 band.com, for specific dates.
Passafire to Livewire on release.
Both Kubley and Willis
Sept. 18 for the band's
"The band's music isn't expressed appreciation to
first show in here in what reggae or rock. They don't be home and see friends and
seems like many long really classify under a single family.
months.
genre. Everyone here is here
Kubley closed out the
Fans sang along withfa to watch good music. Plus, it's night with a declaration.
vorites like"Kilo" and "Di amazing to see bands from
"Thank you to Savannah
vide." Concert-goers also small cities go out and do big for showing us love from dav
embraced new material things," said James Smith, a one!"
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Want to write for
The Inkwell?

The TV Critic

"Reality" returns for fall

Celebrities serve
up a slice of life

"Paris Hilton's My New BFF"
Sept.»30

We have openings for writers and
photographers in the following sections:

"New York Goes to Hollywood"
Aug. 4

- Sports
- News
-Arts and Enterainment

By Brittany Doctor
Staff Writer

"Rock of Love Girls: Charm School 2"
Oct. 12
"1 Love Money"
July 6

Contact Staff Manager Kristen Alonso
kainkwell@gmail.com

"Extreme Makeover"
Sept. 28

Or are you looking for sales
experience?
We're also hiring advertising
representatives.
Contact Advertising Manager Vickie Faulkner
inkwelladvertising@gmail.com

Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Th eatre

—

Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside
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General Admission: $10; discounts available AASU Free with valid I D.
Advance tickets available at the Fine Arts Lobby Box Office
11 a .m. - 3 p.m. weekdays, 344.2801
Tickets available 24 hours at: www.finearts.armstrong.eduAickets.html
Funded by Armstrong Atlantic State University's Student Government Association
Connect Savannah is the media sponsor of the Masquers
•***
"•
*MCT: 13040 Abercom Street-Located in Armstrong Center

© 2008 Viacom

Tiffany "New York" Pollard turned a run on "Flavor
of Love" into a real "reality" career.

Lemony London Broil Crossword

By Holly Harrison
StaffWriter

Ingredients
1/4 pound London broil
1/4 cup cooking oil (veg
etable or olive)

1/4 cup lemon juice
1/2 tablespoon salt
1/2 tablespoon pepper

1/4 tablespoon minced
garlic (or more to taste)
2-4 quart-sized clear plastic
zipper bags

Procedure
1 Cut the London broil into two or more pieces. Shallowly score the meat diagonally, on
both sides. Mix the cooking oil, lemon juice, salt, pepper and garlic in a bowl.
2 Place one piece of meat in each bag. Pour the mixture into the bags, sharing evenly
between the bags. Seal and marinate in the fridge for two to six hours.
2 To cook place the marinated meat on a broiler pan. Broil on high for five to ten min
utes. or until meat has reached desired doneness.
„

family of shows for Vht.
A romance between 90's
As far as television goes, hype-man Flavor Flav and
"reality" programming has actress Brigitte Neilson be
become a standard on most gat "Strange Love," which
networks. The ironic thing begat "Flavor of Love" sea
about reality is that it is sons one through three and
anything but real.
"I Love New York" seasons
In just about every re one and two with Flav's
ality show's credits, you twice-scorned lover. Tiffany
can find a list of writers, "New York" Pollard.
creators and cast manag
The producers of these
ers. They all have plots,
slfows decided to give Pol
subplots and drama that
lard another show, "New
just keep rolling in order to
York
Goes to Hollywood" in
bring in new audiences and
August. It follows her jour
keep the ones they have.
MTV lends their hand at ney to become an accom
turning out guilty-pleasure plished actress. The show
reality shows with "Paris just had its season finale on
Hilton's My New BFF"- ba Sept. 21. ending with Pol
sically the same premise lard making a decision with
as a dating show, only the the producers to either do
heiress simply searches for another season of "Holly
a life long assistant/friend. wood" or to continue the "I
VI11, which used to be a Love New York" legacy.
The family tree of me
network dedicated to mu
diocrity
continues with
sic and showcasing little
known artists, has changed "Charm School with Moits focus to all things real- nique," originally anattempt
to reform and polish the la
itydies
of t he first two "Flavor
In keeping with their
of
Love"
seasons. The same
less-than-elassy
"Celebreality" dating shows, Vhi goal is spught in "Rock of
has announced a new show Love Girls: Charm School
with a to-be-determined 2" which features the girls
date and title staring R & of "R ock of Love w ith Bret
B star Ray J, who is appar Michaels" seasons one and
ently ready to settle down two, another dating showand stop leaking random starring Bret Michaels, the
sex tapes.
lead singer of Poison.
Their biggest franchise is
The "Love" family is tied
their slew of "Love" shows,
together
in "1 Love Money,"
which are dating shows
with D-list celebrities that where contestants from all
never seem to get it right in of these shows compete for
a cash prize of $250,000.
relationships.
"Surreal Life" inadver This show ends with its fi
tently started the "Love" nale on October 5.

:ntn „iices with cheese and crackers. The dish is also delicious cold.

The addSonof one
spices that you love.

sPice

-change the flaVOr dramaticafr30

Visit us online to see pictures of this dish.

www.theinkwellonline.com

»you having a hard time balancing school with work
d family?

Difficulty dealing with a certain classmate?

h vour problem T he Inkwell can help. Introducing the new advice column,"Ask
matterwna y
^
^ ^ send jn yQur quBtjons a|)(| prob|ems a|1(j have
Mwered in the pages "'The Inkwell by - a student just like you. It's easy. You don't

en have to mention yourname.

just e-mail Lauraslistening@gmail.com.

°
»T mp is the Fire"author Dr. William Martin, an error was inserted into the
's feature on i
^ ^ ^ was incorrectly shortened to "Time is Fire"
ig the editing P ^ ^
staff wrjter Kara Hooper and our readers for the error.
m

like,oap0l09'Ze

-The Inkwell

1 Tango teams
5 Basin blocker
9 Finished
napping
14 Cogito
sum
15 Weapon in Clue
16 Cringe
17 "That _ Cat"
18 Tall tale
19 Dance line
20 Asparagus unit
22 Disabled
through injury
24 Viscous liquid
26 Winter malady
30 Persistent
problem
34 Sexless
35 Afr. nation
36 Eastern religious
figure
39 Singer Braxton
40 Speak softly
41 Say again
43 Individual
44 Numbered
musical piece
46 Circulator
47
Alamos, NM
48 "Paradise Lost"
poet
50 Not severe
52 Legal right-ofway
55 Sermon topic
56 Vacation spot
58 Logan and
Fitzgerald
62 Online notes
65 Place to hang a
shingle
67 "Wyatt
68 Lara Flynn or
Peter
69 Extra amount
70 Small combo
71 Cosby kid Lisa
72 Went fast
73 32-card game
DOWN
1 Knight and
Williams
2 Envelop
3 Shrek, for one
4 Musical form
5 Shed tears
6 Rich soil

7 Moderator
Winfrey
8 Bottle resident?
9 Acquiesce
10 Certain engraving
11 Part of MYOB
12 Little barrel
13 Bullpen stat
21 Synagogue
leader
23 Sea cows
25 Customary
courses
27 Peter of "My
Favorite Year"
28 "Imagine" singer
29 Superlatively
Saharan
30 Turn into
31 Perfect society
32 Grave robbers
33 Poetic offerings
37 GPs
38 Transport by
truck
42 Banks of Wrigley
45 Totally
disinfected
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Brunch order
Coves
Typical patterns
Military
company
57 Shredded
59 Frolic

1

1

Hi3
9 n a

V 3 d s
N a V a
O 9 a 3
S o M1

60 Opera highlight
61 Dalmatian
feature
62 Flow's partner
63 Bossy's bellow
64 Writer Rand
66 Nourished
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Classifieds

13051 Abercorn Street
912.925.5398

Jobs
Live Wire Music Hall and Cafe is seeking DYNAMIC, FLIRTY, HARD
WORKING people who can also sell! We need bartenders, wait staff,
cooks, dishwashers, bar backs, bouncers, musicians and comedians!
Please apply in person at 307 West River Street.
Apply in person between 4:00-7:00 p.m. We are open 4:00 p.m.-3:00
a.m. We will soon be open 11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. We have LIVE MUSIC!
Mon-Sat and comedy every Wed! C ome see us!

For Rent
Two bedrooms for rent, some utilities included. $3 00.00 each/month
& $300.00 deposit. C all Paula (912)629.6205, leave a message. P refer
non-smoker and non-drinker."

F R E E 1/ 2 H O U R P O O L WITH LUNCH P URCHASE

"Last one! - $144,700 - New spacious 3BR/2.5BA townhome. 400
Tibet Ave. C all (912)925.0864. www.yorktownplace.com "

FROM O P E N - 3 P M

7 DAYS A WEEK

Wed &Thurs $5 pitcher & $5/hour pool table

\Maa4- 4-o mri4-* for
4-k*/

Wi-Fi access
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20TH
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College Night
15% OFFwith College ID

Wednesday,
September 24, 2008

Military Appreciation
15% OFF with Military ID
Service Industry Night

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Memorial College Center
University Dining Room

Ladies Night

$1 OFF Everything After 10 PM

First Well FREE

15% OFF with Military ID

fChtiVsiaij.

College Night
Service industry Night
15% OFF with College 10

lager
Game
Days
BE ER S P E C I A L S
Professors and loan specialists will be on hand to assist you.

•!

Students who studied abroad will also be available to tell you why
11I||IMMI|| Mill
this could be an
:e of a lifetime
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POOL TABLES • DARTS ° INTERNET JUKEBOX

K it

i*

*

*

Sponsored by The Office of International Education

DANCE FLOOR • KARAOKE • SATELLITE TV

'

: 344.3128 • Gamble Hall 204A

*£•pMMM,

•Hit
!

MLB & NFL Package
411 College Football
Great Food & Drinks

I

*. vvvvw.intl.arfristronc.edu/abroad.htmf

•

Slugger's Neui Hiring
Bartenders, DJ s, Bands

SCAD & ARMSTRONG STUDENTS WELCOME

912.925.7110

